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ABSTRACT

This thesis consists of six papers within the area of composite fatigue and residual stren
aircraft structures. The dissertation is a mixture of experimental, numerical and theoretic
work with focus on some structural hot-spots as defined in the certification process.

Basic fracture mechanical properties were investigated, both numerically and experimen
for the standard DCB-and ENF-specimens, with respect to different ply interfaces and m
als. Toughness measurements on specimens with non-zero interfaces have a considera
higher toughness than specimens with zero interfaces, due to the fact that the initial crack
ates from the original symmetrical crack plane. A good prediction between FE-calculation
beam data analysis methods could be obtained if the non-homogenous characteristics 
imens with non-zero interfaces was taken into account. The cyclic delamination growth 
increased rapidly with increased∆G, raising doubts about the structural applicability of suc
growth laws. The problem is rather a threshold problem. The importance of repeated loa
on composite structures with artificial delaminations is also demonstrated.

The rule of interlaminar stresses with respect to damage initiation on notched and unno
specimens were numerically investigated with an state-of-the-art hp-adaptive FE-techniqu
compared to some existing semi-analytical models. Though the number of initiation point
various quasiisotropic layups were found to be quite different the initiation strain, from a
culation point of view, was almost the same. Investigated semi-analytical models as formu
today were not able to cope with the complex stress-state occurring at free edges.

A simplified approach for composite fatigue design is suggested. The methodology is bas
fatigue failure functions established on a laminate level and thus the calculated uniaxial
erties will reflect the overall behaviour of the laminate. To establish the fatigue failure fu
tions, a given SN-curve for a multi-directional laminate is considered as a series of failu
points where the failure in the short life-region essentially is assumed to be fibre fracture
in the long life-region is assumed to be controlled by matrix properties.

An experimental investigation was also carried out regarding effects on resulting life for 
posite structures. Different elimination levels were considered on various load spectra a
constant amplitude block loading. Results revealed that the elimination level could be se
approximately 50% of the maximum load range. This means that considerable time and c
structural verification testing can be obtained. Spectrum fatigue testing accounting for a
acteristic number of cycles could be mapped on constant amplitude data which means tha
prediction methodology can be radically simplified.

The so called soft inclusion theory and delamination buckling theory was investigated o
impact damaged composite structures for residual strength prediction. The investigation
supported by FE-technique for determination of the stress distribution in the buckled stat
for characterisation of the damaged region. It could be concluded that for low-energy im
although with conservative assumptions on stiffness reduction, the soft inclusion theory
conservative for residual strength prediction. In contrast the delamination buckling theor
shows good agreement for various impact energy levels, thicknesses and layups.
ii
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DISSERTATION
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INTRODUCTION

1 Background

New aircraft must comply with requirements for durability and damage tolerance. A mod
combat aircraft today contains high percentages of advanced composite material in fligh
cal primary structures, e.g the B-2 stealh bomber, the F-22 advanced tactical fighter, the F
stealth fighter and the V-22 tilt-rotor, Ref. [1]. The new Swedish fighter JAS39 Gripen utili
about 20%, by weight, carbon fibre/epoxy composite laminates in the primary structure,
Fig. 1.

Figure 1 The extent of composite materials in JAS39 Gripen.

Specific damage tolerance requirements and design criteria for advanced compos
materials were not specified during design and development of various military aircraft i
duced in the 1970’s and early 80’s such as the F-16, F-15 and F/A-18, Ref. [1]. Instead, da
tolerance were demonstrated by extensive structural testing and by the use of low design
allowables in the design. An excellent review of lessons learned with the use of advanced
posites can be found in Ref. [2]. Some conclusions are cited below:

o Significant weight savings have been achieved

o Outstanding fatigue and corrosion resistance have been demonstrated

o In-service performance has been very successful

o Durability of thin skin honeycomb structures has been less successful

A review of composite design philosophy/process can be found in Ref. [3] where it is em
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sized that a good design is usually one where complexity and sophistication are kept to
imum, as these often only serve to increase costs and reduce reliability. It is also pointe
that joints frequently have been a problem, thus design which will reduce the number of j
will generally lead to weight and cost savings and an improvement in component integrity.
siderations when looking at detailed design can be summarised as follows:

o Avoid offset loads which result in local bending

o Avoid peeling forces

o Consider galvanic corrosion effects between carbon composite and many met

o Look for local weaknesses and anticipated failure modes

o Remember that joints may be locally stiffened by the addition of extra laminati

Of special concern are also what type of loads that are significant/characteristic and how
are applied on the geometrical and laminate configuration at hand, i.e whether they are te
compressive, shear etc., and how they appear in the sequence.

1.1 Certification process

Currently, the main design drivers for most composite structural components is either stiff
static strength or low energy impact damage. In order to avoid structural problems curre
design procedures have led to rather low allowable strain levels. It is anticipated that thes
ues will be increased in future aircraft and then it may be necessary to further consider th
lihood for fatigue damage. In the certification process, durability and damage tolerance cr
require composite structures containing undetected damage to be acceptable to fly.

Current design philosophy is based on no damage growth criteria and is realised b
servative strain limitations (e.g assuming that a Ø6 mm hole can be present everywhere
structure representing e.g impact damage, manufacturing defects etc.) and verification 
on components and built-up structures. Consequently, expensive testing, not only for cer
tion of new structures but also for comparable structures with only minor alternations, is
quently performed by the industry. The problem is usually represented by a test pyramid w
each stage refers to an investigation level in terms of specimen category, see Fig. 2.
2
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Figure 2 Test pyramid to certify composite structures.

In Fig. 3 some of the structural verification tests performed on JAS39 are shown. In fact the
ing is on-going and extended with 39B the two-seater.

Figure 3 Structural verification testing on JAS39 Gripen.

 Special attention must be made regarding coupon v.s structural testing. For exam
edge delamination occurs in unnotched coupons and significantly influences the result. 
ever, for a structural panel the effect is much less. Also of special interest is, depending o
geometry, the difference in static and cyclic strength between tension and compression lo
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Of special importance is also the scatter in structural response achieved in structural te
the structural response variability. Besides the scatter on a coupon level several other fa
contribute to the overall scatter, e.g structural geometry, loading conditions, manufacturin
material conditions. Due to this scatter unexpected failure can occur, i.e “hot-spot failure”
Fig. 4. Very often these “hot-spot failures” are associated to out-of plane loading emphas
the need for analysis capability with respect to interlaminar stresses.

Figure 4 Schematic of “Hot-Spot” failure for a static test, from Ref. [4, 5].

In the process of structural verification testing usually both composite and metallic p
are involved. In order to have reasonable test times, truncation and elimination of the lo
sequence must be done. This process, load sequence reduction, usually leads to differe
clusions for the composite structure and for the metallic part.

Lessons learned within the certification process are, see e.g. Ref. [2]:

o There is a need for analysis capability within the area of interlaminar stress ca
tion since secondary loads (out-of-plane loading) are almost impossible to elimi
from complex built-up structures.

o The full scale static test is the key test for composites since it is the primary “hot s
indicator.

o Lack of reliable life prediction tools makes it necessary to rely on a no-growth 
cept and makes it impossible to investigate the consequences of a load spectr
update.

o There is an urgent need for an agreement what should be a detectable size of an

Hot-Spot Failure

Mean Strength

Design allowable

Structural Response

Mean Structural Response

Observed Structural Response

Applied Load

Distribution
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p(σ)
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tation, i.e there is a lack of appropriate definition of barely visible impact dama
(BVID). There is also need for an agreement of cut-off energy, values from a fe
Joules to 140 J exists.

o There is also need for rational repair/reject criteria including a methodology fo
determining inspection intervals.

o No complete airframe test validation is required for composite damage tolerance
tification. Extensive testing has shown that subcomponent validation tests accur
represent fullscale composite damage tolerance behaviour.

1.2 Damage characterisation

During operating conditions damage of different nature, e.g service mechanical damage
fatigue damage or environmental damage, will be observed/detected. Facing different dam
manufacturing or service induced, delamination related damage is one of the far most imp
failure mechanisms of aircraft-composite structures and can be detrimental for flight saf
Consequently delaminations must be considered in the design process but also in structu
ification testing. Examples are delamination growth due to local buckling, delamination gro
from free edges and notches such as holes, delamination growth from ply drops, and im
damaged composites containing considerable delamination. Delamination growth can a
occur due to interlaminar stresses which can arise from fuel pressure variations and in co
structures due to unanticipated loading.

The complex nature of composite failure, involving different failure modes and thei
interactions, makes it necessary to characterise / identify the relevant parameter(s) for da
resistance, accumulation and life prediction. It is not obvious that a major characteristic fa
mechanism on a coupon level will be equally interesting for a real structure. It is well rec
nised that the most damaging state is impact damage at least for compression dominat
ing. In the certification process different damage states must be identified to enable verific
of the structure. For instance for barely visible impact damage (BVID), the structure mus
tain ultimate load before and after cyclic loading.

The three main types of defects observed in fiber composites are transverse crack
splitting, delamination between plies and fiber fractures which occur mainly in the last sta
the life of the structure Refs. [6], [7]. Transverse matrix cracks are initiated very early in 
fatigue process and they multiply until a saturation state is reached, Characteristic Dam
State (CDS) Ref. [8]. The loading level has a large effect on the rate of crack multiplication
[6], [9].

The matrix can not easily deform in a non-linear way which makes it difficult to relax a
stress concentrations. Instead, matrix cracking will serve to reduce any stress concentra
and the consequence will be redistribution of load in the composite and increased stres
strain in the 0o plies. Most of the matrix cracks propagate through the thickness of the ply
they can usually not propagate into the next ply if the difference in fiber orientation is su
ciently large. A stress singularity will occur at the crack tip of the matrix cracks which dur
5
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fatigue loading might induce delamination at the interface. At those points the stress fie
be expected to be very complex.

In the 0o plies matrix cracks will form parallel to the fibres, i.e. splitting, and the distan
between the splitting cracks is larger than for the transverse matrix cracks and it is rand
distributed throughout the specimen, Refs. [7], [9]. These dispersed cracks are observed m
at low loads and increase with the number of cycles up to failure. At higher stresses, loca
longitudinal cracking appears to be the main damage mechanism prior to failure, Ref. [9]
composite component will fail when the 0o plies fail, requiring fiber fracture. It has been
observed that most of the fiber failure and damage localization occurs in the last 10% of th
of the laminate, Ref. [9]. The last part of a specimen’s fatigue life has been reported to sho
accelerating rate of damage development characterized by the localization of damage in
of increasing crack interaction, Ref. [10]. This involves the coalescence of microcracks a
development of macro-cracks.

It has been found that the growth of a delamination is dependent on the stacking sequ
Delaminations were found to propagate perpendicular to the loading direction in a (0/903)s lam-
inate, as opposed to parallel to the loading direction in a (0/902)s laminate. The delamination
area can become very large at some interfaces, values of 57% delamination have been re
This means that towards the end of the fatigue life of the composite the different plies are
or less isolated from each other. It is also possible to have delaminations to form groups w
high density of delaminations Ref. [7].

Compression-induced damage is of a different nature than tension-induced damage
compression induced damage will depend on the interlaminar stresses which in turn str
depends on the stacking sequence and the thickness of the laminate. Tests were condu
Ratwani, Ref. [11], on AS/3501-6 graphite epoxy with four different stacking sequences
laminates had the same percentage of 0o, 90o and ±45o degree plies. Constant amplitude tes
were performed at a loading ratio of . Depending on stacking sequence diffe
failure modes were obtained for the central circular notched specimens. It was also conc
that the damage growth changed direction and location completely when the stacking seq
was changed. The location of delamination and matrix cracking for the different laminates
cide with the highest interlaminar shear or normal stress calculated with FE-technique.

Test results presented, especially compressive test results, must be critically revie
since interlaminar stresses, depending on failure mode, can have played a dominant ro
[12]. There is always a question to what extent they are invoked in the test results, i.e. they
be viewed in light of test methods, for example special fixtures used to prevent buckling
e.g. Highsmith, Ref. [13]. Compression-compression fatigue damage in notched ((±45/02)3)s
composite laminates, T800/924C, consists of matrix cracking, delamination, and at app
compression stresses approaching the laminate strength, fibre microbuckling, Ref. [14].
loading tests were performed at constant-amplitude, R=10, with a frequency of 10Hz.

A failure prediction technique which takes microbuckling into account was introduced
Soutis et al., Ref. [15]. Failure is due to 0ofibre microbuckling surrounded by delamination. Th
microbuckling zone initiates at the hole boundary. It extends stably under increasing loa

R 1– ∞–,=
6
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before becoming unstable at a critical microbuckling length of approximately 2-3 mm. A
microbuckling failure criterion, in conjunction with Lekhnitskii’s complex variable techniq
Ref. [16], was introduced by Gürdal et al., Ref. [17]. The schematic kinking mode of failure
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 Kinking mode of failure, Ref. [17].

In-service detected damage must be correlated to life prediction methodology and
service inspection tools and repair/reject criteria must be developed. There must also b
relation between what is inspectable/seen and life prediction- residual strength methodolo
mutual correspondence between methods and characterized damage must be sought.

2 Interlaminar stresses

Secondary loads are almost impossible to avoid in a built-up structure. These secondary
will produce out-of-plane loading resulting in interlaminar stresses in principal structural
ments which could cause premature failure. It is believed that these interlaminar stresse
a dominant role in the process of delamination and thus are a limiting factor for the life o
structural component. Interlaminar stresses will arise when e.g a structural component 
jected to acoustic random loading, post buckling, fuel pressure variations or when impa
These stresses must thus be considered in e.g. structural verification testing and in the 
process.

Interlaminar stresses also provide important information regarding damage initiatio
growth and could therefore be the key for better understanding of the failure process. The
age initiation will most likely depend on these interlaminar stresses and consequently o
stacking sequence. It is also likely that delaminations start to develop where interlamina
stresses are most severe.

To have analysis capability within this area, i.e to calculate the resulting interlamin
stresses in a straightforward manner is important. Some out-of-plane sources are exem
in Fig. 6 below. Coupled with a proper failure criterion the calculations could also be an im

τ
σ σ

σσ

τ

ττ
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Figure 6 Sources of out-of-plane loads.

Among the first persons to identify and recognise the existence of interlaminar stre
was Pagano, Ref. [18]. The three-dimensional problem was solved by applying finite differ
techniques to the governing elasticity equations. The existence of a boundary layer and th
sibility of a singular behaviour was launched. Since then many three-dimensional finite ele
solutions have been published see e.g. Refs. [19, 20] and [21]. The singularity problem 
discussed in Refs. [22] and [23]. Boundary collaction methods, methods depending on da
theory, specially developed continuous strain high order elements but also plasticity rela
methods have been used for the solution of the problem, see Refs. [24, 25, 26, 27]. Thou
FE-method provides relative accuracy to the problem, the need for simplified methods is
ous. In 1986 an article which fulfilled that need, Ref. [28] was published. By assuming s
functions and applying traction continuity and minimising the complementary potential f
tion the problem could be solved. The article was followed by a number of articles dealing
other types of loading not only uni-axial loading but also combination of thermal loads a
mechanical effects, Refs. [29, 30, 31, 32]. Basically the same theory was adopted to stud
influence of a hole on the interlaminar stresses, i.e. a curved free edge Refs. [33, 34, 35, 3
By turning the problem into a series of straight free edges an approximate solution coul
found. FE-based solutions to the hole problem can be found in e.g. Ref. [38].

For the prediction of damage initiation stress based criteria, see e.g. Ref. [39, 40], or
ture mechanics related criteria, see Ref. [41], have been adopted. Delamination and failur
ysis are also discussed in Refs. [42, 43, 44, 45]. An excellent review has been made in Re
which also contains a number of numerical solutions to the free edge problem.

Free edge Hole Buckling

Ply drop-off

Bond Joint

Beam Radius

Local bending
8
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Normal and or shear interlaminar stresses arise at the free edges depending on e
mismatch of properties between the layers. The magnitude of the stresses will depend on
ing sequence and on external loading. Interesting is also that these stresses will depend
perature, as layers have different expansion coefficients, and also with moisture conten
layers expand to different extents on absorbing external moisture, Ref. [47].

In paper C interlaminar stresses for notched and unnotched plates, for various sta
sequences, are calculated with an hp-adaptive FE-analysis technique and compared to
existing semi-analytical methods. A delamination criterion is also examined and compar
calculated results. Fig. 7 shows, for one of the analysed cases, the interlaminar stresse
hole-edge.

Figure 7 Interlaminar stresses at an cut-out.

3 Basic fracture mechanical properties

It is important to improve the knowledge of delamination growth both theoretically and ex
imentally. The most straightforward way is by studying simple test specimens, such as the
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ble-cantilever beam (DCB) or the end notch flexure specimen (ENF). It is generally beli
that the mode separated energy release rate of delamination growth is a good measure
composite materials resistance to delamination growth. Delamination growth can be sepa
into two different types, quasi-static loading, e.g due to very large accidental overloading
fatigue loading. By using the DCB-specimen or the ENF-specimen the mode I and mod
energy release rates can be measured and this information can then be used for compa
ferent composite materials and to increase the understanding of delamination growth in
posite materials.

Several round robin tests of unidirectional composites have been performed, with 
on e.g. delamination onset, T-tab v.s hinge, insert type and thickness, Ref. [48]. These i
gations have been used for establishing the ASTM (American Society for Testing and M
als) DCB standard. An overview of experiments and analyses being performed at the co
level within the GARTEUR (Group of Aeronautical Research in Europe) action group AG
can be found in Ref. [49]. The crack initiation has been studied with microfocus radiogra
on DCB-specimens and it was found that the crack initiates in the interior of the specim
resulting in a curved crack tip, and that the crack initiation corresponds to the non-linea
displacement curve, Ref. [50]. For graphite/epoxy composite specimens the interfacial p
entation do not have a significant effect on GIc values, Refs. [51], [61].

The simple beam theory has difficulties simulating the deformation near the crack 
More advanced models have been introduced by Olsson, Ref. [52], and Sun-Pandey, Re
In a comparison with a FEM solution the FEM results lie between the results obtained from
Olsson and Sun-Pandey models, see Fig. 8.

Figure 8 Comparison between Olsson’s model and classical beam theory.
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consider end rotation and deflection of the crack tip, the effective shortening of the beam
to large displacements of the arms, and the stiffening of the beam due to the presence 
blocks bonded to the specimens, Ref. [54].

The energy release rate along a straight crack will not be constant, but approaches z
infinity, depending on interface ply orientation, at the vertices where the crack intersects
free surface. This will cause the crack to become curved and the angle the crack makes w
surface is determined by the interface ply orientation, Ref. [69]. A ratio
has been introduced, Refs. [55], [56], and found to correlate with the difference in energ
release rate at a specimen’s centre versus that at its edges, Ref. [57]. A ratio
also been introduced and found to correlate with the asymmetry in the energy release r
tribution about the centre of the specimen’s width, Refs. [55], [56]. Since the energy releas
is not evenly distributed along a straight crack the crack tip will become curved. This has
studied analytically, Ref. [55], [57] and with FEM, Ref. [58].

For an ENF-specimen it has been observed numerically that the energy release ra
tribution is uneven with a straight delamination front, with maxima occurring at the point
where the delamination front intersects the free surface. To predict this behaviour a non-d
sional ratioDc has been defined where conventional laminate plate theory notation is used
[59]. The amount of mode III energy release rate for ENF specimens increases with incre
Dc ratio, Ref. [72]. The vertex singularity at the points where the crack intersects with the
surface causes the energy release rate to approach infinity for a straight crack front. Th
cause subcritical crack advance at the specimen edges which qualitatively correlates w
Dc ratio, Ref. [60]. During toughness testing of specimens with different interfaces only m
influence on interface type has been found, Ref. [61].

An analytical equation based on beam theory taking friction into account can be foun
Refs. [62, 63]. Mall et al., Ref. [64], have studied the influence on energy release rate from
tion, using a two-dimensional finite element model which assumed plain strain condition.
energy release rate was computed with a virtual crack closure technique and it was fou
the friction effect is large for short crack lengths and negligible for longer crack lengths. 
sell, Ref. [65], estimated the effect of friction from the extent of hysteresis observed dur
loading and unloading of ENF specimens and friction was found to result in an overestim
of the energy release rate of less than 2%.

The effect of fiber orientation at the interface for glass/epoxy have been studied by
et al., Ref. [66], and no clear trend was found. It has been found that the critical energy re
rate increases with a thicker matrix layer at the interface. Unidirectional specimens conta
a resin rich interface of 50µm and 200µm showed an increase in delamination resistance of
to 200% when compared to control specimens of the same material. The increase in toug
observed was attributed to the relief of plastic constraint at the crack tip, Ref. [67]. For the
3502 composite a damage zone, characterized by extensive microcracking, has been fo
front of the delamination. The damage zone was at least 180µm long and extended about 5µm
above and below the plane of the delamination, Ref. [68].

The distribution of the total energy release rate along the crack tip for various layups,
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the interface crack at the 0o/0o, 90o/90o, and 45o/45o interfaces are shown in Fig. 9. The crac
length is 25 mm and the coefficient of friction is assumed to be zero. The energy releas
has been normalized with the total energy release rate (GII+GIII ) at the centre of the specimens
In the figure the energy release rate for mode II and III have been added. This can be mot
by the similarities in fracture which might cause , Ref. [66]. The specimen w
a 90o/90o interface has the flattest distribution followed by the specimen with a 0o/0o interface
whereas the specimen with the 45o/45o interface has the most uneven distribution. The ener
release rate approaches infinity as the free surfaces are approached. This is due to the
singularity located at those positions and has been described elsewhere, Ref. [69]. The u
distribution of the energy release rate would suggest that subcritical crack growth, starting
the free edges, where the energy release rate approaches infinite values, will occur prio
unstable crack growth. This has also been observed experimentally, Refs. [70] and [71]

Figure 9 Distribution of G along the crack front for an ENF-specimen, different layups
considered.
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The classical data analysis methods are strictly valid only for homogenous beams
multidirectional laminates the introduced error will depend on the stacking sequence an
has been discussed in detail in Ref. [72]. A more general expression for the compliance is
duced with an alternative expression for GII, i.e. a modified beam theory, where the ratio, R, o
flexural rigidities of the cracked and uncracked region is involved. For a homogenous isot
material R=8 but will alter for a multi-directional laminate depending on stacking sequence
can be seen in Fig. 10 the modified direct beam theory, according to that equation give re
able predictions as compared to the FE-solutions. For a/L=0.5 the error is less than 5%. In
ing the crack length to 35mm (a/L=0.7) good predictions are made except for the 45o/45o

interface where approximately the same error remains, i.e 5%.

Figure 10 Comparison FE-model with modified direct beam theory

In paper A and B results from thorough investigations, both numerical and experimental, o
DCB- and ENF-specimens are discussed. The numerical investigation has been done w
hp-adaptive FE-analysis technique.
13
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4 Composite fatigue

4.1 Basic methodology

There is a strong need to be able to predict the fatigue life for a structural component unde
istic loading conditions in aircraft design. These conditions imply general in-plane loadin
where the load sequence produced will contain numerous loading conditions, R-values,
must be handled in a convenient way in a design methodology, see Fig. 11.

Figure 11 Schematic of loading conditions.

Structural-verification testing with similar components but with different loading conditio
and repair/reject criteria are areas where an improved methodology for life prediction wou
beneficial. Composite fatigue, i.e life prediction, is not a straightforward matter dependin
various failure modes and their interactions. Scanning the literature, it is obvious that th
no complete, “ready to use”, model today. What exists are different approaches to solve sp
problems, regarding e.g different R-values, layups, notched / unnotched behaviour etc.

One of the problems encountered with composite materials is that every new lay-up
stitutes a new material, thus making the need for testing infinite. Besides from constrain
effects, causing differences between unidirectional and multi-directional laminates, ther
also a scale-up problem, i.e. going from coupons to a structural part will not necessarily
the same test results with respect to strength and fatigue life. The current philosophy is 
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on no damage growth and this is achieved by conservative strain limitations and verifica
testing on components and built-up structures, i.e. basically a threshold formulation. Any e
sion of that philosophy must also take into account current static design methodology an
rent NDT-techniques.

Pioneering work in the fatigue area of composite materials has been done by Schü
al., Ref. [73]. A general overview directed towards aircraft structures can be found in Ref.
For classic fatigue and especially on life prediction methodology an overview was made in
[75]. Life prediction of CFRP (Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastics) has been investigated in
past from different points of view. This would typically imply, degradation models, Refs. 
80], concepts with damage modelling including residual strength concepts, Refs. [78] an
83] or semi-empirical models, Refs. [73, 74, 84-91]. Also typical is that many models are b
on micro-mechanical phenomena observed under unidirectional loading for unidirectiona
inates. There is, however, little hope that damage/fatigue models built on laminae constit
with associated micro-mechanical phenomena, e.g. micro-cracking, but not considering
multi-directional nature of real structures would solve the problem of structural life predict
The nature of fracture is essentially ruled by, at least for in-plane loaded structures with
carrying fibres in all major directions, when essential fibre fracture starts to occur. A gen
overview of the problem can be found in Refs. [11, 13, 47, 74, 98-104]. In Refs. [105-107]
gested methodologies for constant-amplitude, block and variable loading can be found.

In paper D a methodology is suggested which in a simplified manner takes into ac
the laminate behaviour. That is the lamina characteristics are deduced from the global b
iour, see Fig. 12.

Figure 12 Schematic determination of fatigue failure functions, constant (avera
stress/strain.
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4.2 Truncation and elimination

Durability and damage tolerance criteria are and become more and more important. From
certification point of view there is a strict demand to validate the long-term behaviour of
composite structures during repeated loading. It is also absolutely necessary to know wh
states of loads in the sequence that can be truncated or eliminated in structural verificat
testing and under operational conditions. That is, which load states dominate/character
the life of a structural component.

An extensive investigation was conducted by Badaliance and Hill, Ref. [108, 109], 
effects of fighter attack spectrum on composite fatigue life. Typical wing spectra were in
gated, where e.g clipping to 90% test limit stress, addition of stress overloads, addition o
loads, elimination to 70% test limit load and clipping of tension loads, were investigated.
ple coupons with two different layups, zero- and matrix dominated were used. The import
of retaining high loads in the spectra is emphasized, and cycles that have peaks less th
of limit load can be eliminated since they do not contribute to the degradation. A comprehe
investigation has also been made by Shütz and Gerharz, Ref. [73], with basically the sa
research approach, i.e effect of truncation, overload and elimination on life. A typical ze
dominated layup was used with un-notched specimens. The conclusion was that eliminat
low loads, roughly 70% was eliminated, was the prime effect of investigated parameters
also well known that testing with basically un-notched specimens produce larger scatter
specimens with e.g an open hole, Ref. [110]. In the certification process for the Navy F/
E/F upgraded model MacDonnel Douglas shortened their composite spectra with the pu
to reduce time and cost. Up to 60% of Test Limit Load (TLL) were eliminated, Ref. [111]. T
effect of elimination on a compression dominated spectrum, TWIST, was studied on not
quasi-isotropic specimens by Phillips, Ref. [112], The results suggest that high loads shou
retained and that it is likely to have large reductions in the low-load end when defining test
tra.

A limited experimental investigation has been carried out and is discussed in paper
was demonstrated that it is possible to map calculated and tested results from spectrum
on constant-amplitude data if a characteristic number of cycles were taken into account
experimental results also indicated that the elimination level can be set to approximately
of maximum range for in-plane loaded structures.

5 Residual strength

Structural durability, damage resistance and damage tolerance are important tasks, not o
the design process but also when the aircraft is in operational use. There are many sourc
types of damage e.g: fatigue cracking, environmental degradation, or damage introduce
foreign objects. When occurring, all types of damage need immediate attention for dete
tion of the effect on aircraft performance or functionality. There is therefore a need for sim
fied predictive methods for rapid assessment of occurring damage.
16
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We are still some way from being able to predict the true effects of service damage
as pointed out in Ref. [113], if damage could be reduced to an idealised notch and/or de
nation then it might be possible to relate these to local stress fields in a realistic structur
therefore be able to predict structural failure loads. A schematic view of the actual problem
be seen in Fig. 13.

Figure 13 Schematic flow chart for assessing in-service damage.

In paper F, three different ways to characterise impact damage are suggested, see F
and compared to two residual strength prediction methods. These are a delamination bu
theory and the so called “soft inclusion theory” and they are applied to the strength of exi
impact damaged panels. The importance of artificial delaminations are also discussed.
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Figure 14 Characterisation of damage, technique 1 and 2.

5.1 Equivalent damage methodology

A number of methods for different types of damage is suggested in Ref. [114]. An equiv
damage size concept was introduced in Ref. [76], treating such different topics as delamin
impact and ordinary holes. The residual strength model was formulated based on the equ
damage concept and a fracture criterion, i.e a model assuming macroscopically homog
behaviour.

Different approaches have been adopted to quantify the damaged area, which in m
cases is the delaminated region due to impact. In Ref. [115] it is postulated that the ratio o
damaged area to some reference area is proportional to the ratio of the compliances of th
material and the average inclusion material. The model uses experimentally measured 
sions of the damaged region to reduce the effective average stiffness of the material in 
region and to establish the size and shape of the affected area. The nature of the damag
not matter” except that it causes changes in the stiffness in the damaged region. General a
regarding shape and size of individual delaminations in impact damaged structures can
found in e.g Refs. [116-118].

In Ref. [119] a model is presented for predicting the effective anisotropic modulii o
microcracked damaged material. By taking into account the energy dissipated through t
opening of microcracks the model can predict the effective response of the material. The

Observed damage

Equivalent damage

Each delamination have the same
size and shape

45o

2a
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2a
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Relative angle:
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strain is composed of the strain in the base material and the change in size and shape of th
volume (microcracks). An alternative is to use the micromehanical model introduced in 
[120] to study the effect of broken fibres, cracked matrix and fiber-matrix debonding. Th
model is based on an integrated micro-mechanical and macromechanical fracture criter
(IMMFC). Other micro-mechanical models can be found in e.g Ref. [121] where a repea
cell philosophy is used. It is stated that the model can calculate elastic or non-elastic eff
modulii of composites with or without including micro-mechanical damage.

A quantitative index to describe different damages due to low-velocity damage is
described in Ref. [122]. The relations between damage and modulus degradation of the
nate, and between the damage and buckling of the laminate are preliminary given. Diffe
impact damages (low-velocity) are divided into four classes: slight, small, medium and l
corresponding to different damage parameters. A more direct approach was used in Ref.
where the impact damage zone was varied from 0%, which is similar to a hole, to 100% w
is no damage of the virgin material properties. Poisson’s ratio is assumed to remain unch
for the damaged area.

An analytical method has been suggested in Ref. [124] for the prediction of the com
sive strength of composite laminates containing impact damage. The impact damage is c
terised by ultrasonic C-scanning and the damage is modelled by an elliptical soft inclusion
technique employed for stress and strain calculation is Lekhniskii’s complex variable tec
nique. The stiffness of the inclusion is quantified by sublaminate buckling analysis.

Lekhnitskii’s complex variable technique is an elegant technique for rapid assessme
stress and strain of notched composite structures, Ref. [16]. This technique makes it poss
calculate not only notched plates but also plates with regions comprising different elastic
uli, so called soft inclusions. Consider an infinite plate during general in-plane loading, see
15.

Figure 15 General in-plane loading for a plate with a soft inclusion.
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Using the complex mapping technique by Lekhnitskii, stresses around and in the inclusio
be obtained. As an alternative the delamination buckling theory, with more or less sophisti
assumptions on blister displacement, or a combination of both, Ref. [124], can be used 
determination of residual strength.

5.2 Delamination buckling theory

Calculation methods that are cheap, fast, accurate and provides an opportunity for para
studies are most desirable from an engineering point of view. Semi-analytical methods 
on e.g a Rayleigh-Ritz approach are just that kind of methods. Based on the pioneering w
Ref. [125], the theory for delamination buckling was incorporated into a computer code (S
LAM) for damage tolerance analysis in Ref. [126]. Loads and stacking sequence inform
are taken from the load distribution analysis. A conservatively assumed flaw size assoc
with visible impact damage is selected. Through differentiation of the total potential ene
with respect to the minor and major axes of the ellipse the total strain energy release ra
can be calculated and compared to experimental data. The authors also used the theor
design and development stage for quality control as a accept/reject criteria for manufac
parts. In a recent aircraft program all composite parts were “zoned” for maximum allowa
delamination sizes at ultimate load. Flaw depth was not specified in the criteria, only flaw
for the sake of conservatism, inspectability and brevity. It was assumed that the flaw was lo
at the worst position (critical interface). Various aspects on the delamination buckling th
could be found in e.g. Refs. [125, 127, 128].

For the current approach an elliptical delamination is assumed to be present at so
depth, i.e oriented somewhere in the stacking sequence and an admissible displaceme
tion is assumed that fulfils the boundary conditions. Orientation and size are optional wi
respect to loading directions. The problem is solved in a local coordinate system, x,y-sy
and transferred back to a user defined system, see Fig. 16. The solution is assumed to b
if the so called thin film approach is present, i.e sublaminate is approximately one tenth o
total thickness.
20
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Figure 16 Problem statement.

An approximative way to calculate the strain-energy release rate for the delamination cou
found in Ref. [125].

5.3 Artificial delaminations

When artificial flaws are considered it is of vital importance to know the extent of the dam
but also to know where to locate the damage. What is lacking today is an understanding
where the initial delamination(s) will occur, i.e a position criterion.

Artificial delaminations, located at the right place in structural verification testing an
coupled to a proper theory, could be an interesting way to characterise the strength of e
impact damaged structures or to demonstrate damage tolerance. An extensive work on
pression loaded plates with artificial delaminations has been performed within the GARTE
Action Group (AG16) on “Damage Propagation in Composite Structural Elements”, Ref
[129].

Depending on size, shape and depth a delamination can first buckle in a stable ma
before it becomes critical or it can fail directly in an unstable manner which is the case for d
lying and/or small delaminations. If subjected to successive loading, the critical buckling
will decrease. A probable cause is that adhesive forces between base-laminate and art
delamination will relax. The question is if artificial delaminations reflect a real behaviour
not. The problem is of course closely related to the on-going discussions of the size and
ness of the insert for DCB and ENF-specimens.
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SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS

PAPER A

The static and cyclic fracture mechanical properties for the DCB-specimen are presente
discussed. Numerical and experimental results are compared to standard data collectio
ods but also to state-of-the-art finite element analysis (FEA). The investigation covers s
materials, IM7/8552, HTA7/6376 and T300/914, and different interfaces, 0o/0o, 45o/45o and
90o/90o. It turned out that the material systems IM7/8552 and HTA7/6376 have similar crit
energy release rate whereas T300/914 has a significantly lower critical energy release ra
non-zero interfaces intralaminar growth occurred through the 90o or 45o plies, giving raise to a
hardening R-curve behaviour and a wavy appearance of the fracture surface. Numerica
dicted curved crack front for zero-interface could be verified experimentally. The cyclic d
mination growth rates increased rapidly with increased∆G. Comparison between specimens
with different layups showed that the specimens with a 90o/90o interface had the flattest energy
release rate distribution along the crack tip and the specimens with a 45o/45o interface had the
most uneven one. The calculated compliance compared well with the measured one aft
curved crack front had been accounted for. Energy release rate calculated with a modified
model has a smaller error than that calculated with the simple beam model.

PAPER B

An extensive numerical and experimental investigation regarding fracture mechanical pr
ties for ENF-specimens is presented. For different interfaces, 0o/0o, 45o/45o and 90o/90o and
for several graphite/epoxy composites, IM7/8552, HTA7/6376 and T300/914, static and c
properties are presented. State of the art numerical analyses are described and experim
results are interpreted in terms of usefulness for applications to real structures. The FEM r
are compared with beam models and it is concluded that for the specimen with a zero inte
the beam models were acceptable whereas for the specimens with non-zero interface t
show a large error. This could be compensated for by taking the non-homogenous nature
beams into account. Numerically, it was found that the effect of friction lowers the energ
release rate with a few percent. Experimental results showed that for specimens with non
interfaces the delamination crack changed interface.

PAPER C

Interlaminar stress calculations are presented for straight and curved free edges and for s
stacking sequences. The interlaminar stresses are calculated using a three-dimensiona
element code with error control. For straight free edges the results are compared to some
ing semi-analytical models. A quadratic failure criterion for prediction of initial load for d
mination and the most likely position for the delamination are also discussed. It can be
concluded that interlaminar stresses exhibit a thickness effect for repeating bundles and th
dominant component for curved free edges are the high interlaminar shear stresses and
normal stress. The singularity of the interlaminar components is concentrated to a narro
region, approximately 1-2 fiber diameters in thickness and radial direction and it is conclu
that since the interlaminar stresses are so localised, a continuum approach will not provid
22
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ful solutions in this area. The investigation also shows that the number of±45°/0° or ±45°/90°
alterations should be kept to a minimum to minimise the interlaminar stresses and poss
damage initiation points. Finally, it is demonstrated that the investigated semi-analytical m
do not correctly describe the interlaminar stress distribution.

PAPER D

A simplified methodology for composite life prediction is presented. The methodology is ba
on fatigue failure functions which are established on a laminate level and thus the calcu
uniaxial properties, in this case with the Tsai-Hill failure criterion, will reflect the overall beh
iour of the laminate. To establish the fatigue failure functions, a documented/reported SN-
for a multi-directional laminate is considered as a series of failure points where the failu
the short life-region essentially is assumed to be fibre fracture and in the long life-region
assumed to be controlled by matrix properties. For fibre failure it is also assumed that o
essential fibre failure starts to occur the remaining time to total failure is very short. The d
ence between first and last ply failure, in a fatigue sense, is of less importance. Once ply f
data are established they are used in a semi-log representation to calculate the fatigue life
is a straight forward matter since normalised, calculated, ply failure data collapse into o
curve. Different stress ratios (R=σmin/σmax) are presently handled with the Goodman-corre
tion approach. For combined loading a series of failure envelopes, representing different
in a log scale constitutes the behaviour.

PAPER E

An experimental investigation regarding load-sequence effects on the fatigue life of comp
structures is presented. Different elimination levels were considered for various load spe
and for constant amplitude block loading. The spectra considered were an early design
trum for the Gripen fighter aircraft, spectra associated with the aft fitting of the fin and to
upper fitting of the wing, and the compression dominated spectrum “Short Inverted Fals
Both experimental and calculated results show, that the elimination level can be set to a
imately 50% of the maximum range occurring in the load sequence. This means that con
able time and cost reductions in structural verification testing can be achieved. This will
have impact on a life prediction methodology since only a characteristic number of load
states needs to be considered. The resulting life for block testing, especially for a load ra
R=-1, is highly influenced by elimination of high load ranges in the sequence. Spectrum fa
test results accounting for ranges up to 90% of maximum range, the remaining load state
inated, can be mapped on constant amplitude data. At chosen elimination levels approxim
80 to 90% of loading states were eliminated. Calculation results with the same techniqu
accounting for a characteristic number of cycles, show promising results.

PAPER F

In this paper two residual strength models are presented, the so called soft inclusion an
mination buckling theories, and compared to experimental results on impact damaged co
ite structures. Those experiments span a variety of impact events, from 8J to 55J and dif
layups. The investigation has been supported by FE-technique for determination of the 
distribution in the buckled state and for characterisation of the damaged region. It can b
23
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cluded that for low-energy impact, although with conservative assumptions on stiffness r
tion, that the soft inclusion theory is un-conservative for residual strength prediction. In con
the delamination buckling theory shows good agreement for various impact energy leve
thicknesses and layups. The importance of repeated loading for composite structures wi
ficial delaminations is also demonstrated. If repeatedly loaded, the local buckling strain 
strongly reduced as compared to a non-repeated loaded structure. It can also be shown t
ficial delaminations, although deep-lying, can grow in a stable manner if pre-buckled.
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DIVISION OF WORK BETWEEN AUTHORS

PAPER A: “A Numerical and Experimental Investigation of Delamination Behavio
in the DCB-specimen”

by J. Schön, T. Nyman, A. Blom and H. Ansell

T. Nyman outlined the initial work, made the initial calculations and was also responsibl
the experimental investigation which was conducted in cooperation with BAe. J. Schön 
all the subsequent calculations and also most of the fractographic investigations. H. Ans
made the crack growth calculations and contributed to the damage tolerance aspects o
paper. The paper was written by T. Nyman and J. Schön under the supervision of A. Blom
also helped with interpretation of the results.

PAPER B: “A Numerical and Experimental Investigation of a Composite ENF-sp
imen”

by J. Schön, T. Nyman, A. Blom and H. Ansell

Same division as in paper A.

PAPER C: “Interlaminar Stresses in Composite Notched and Unnotched Lamin

 by T. Nyman and M. Friberg

T. Nyman outlined the work and made the initial calculations. M. Friberg made all the su
quent calculations under the guidance of T. Nyman. The paper was written by T. Nyman
the assistance of M. Friberg.

PAPER E: “Effects of Truncation and Elimination on Composite Fatigue Life”

 by T. Nyman, A. Blom and H. Ansell

T. Nyman initiated the experimental work. The theory was jointly developed by T. Nyman
Blom and H. Ansell. T. Nyman and A. Blom wrote the paper.

PAPER F: “Equivalent Damage and Residual Strength for Impact Damaged
Composite Structures”

 by T. Nyman. A. Bredberg and J. Schön

The basic theories were developed by T. Nyman although A. Bredberg introduced the da
characterisation methods. The experimental work was conducted by J. Schön. T. Nyman
the first draft of the paper and finalized it together with J. Schön.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This work has dealt with some basic research topics of which some are of immediate indu
importance. Below follow a number of points for possible research in the future.

o Different threats and the associated damage need to be investigated,
especially in terms of size and position of the damage.

o The difference between structural and coupon level on residual
strength and life, i.e the scale-up effect, needs to be quantified to high-
er degree.

o Truncation and elimination criteria must be further looked into, espe-
cially the sorting principles for the load sequence leading to e.g. “con-
stant-amplitude events”.

o Investigate the fatigue behaviour of impact damaged panels, "Fatigue
after Impact" (FAI), under realistic threats and loading conditions, in-
cluding both constant-amplitude and spectrum loading

o Multiaxial static and fatigue loading of laminates with different cut-
outs, impact damaged and bolted joints.

o Basic fracture mechanical properties, both static and cyclic, needs fur-
ther penetration. Modus III testing should be increased and interaction
formulas established. Threshold values are also of great interest.

o Simplified methods or forms for screening purposes, i.e engineering
tools with a relatively high accuracy, should be sought for residual
strength, life prediction and for interlaminar stress calculations.

o Environmental effects on static and fatigue loading should be further
investigated.
26
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